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~~i. USa. sH,v $?Si~M~ PSYCHOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF ASTRONAUTS

INTRODUCTION

The general procedures used in the selection process for National
V Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) astronauts have been report-

ed in a variety of public and scientific media in the United States .
Detailed information on psychological testing ( one small part of the
selection process) has been reported only in a fragmentary (and same-
times obscure) manner (3-6) because of the sensitive nature of such In-
formation.1 Because of the lapse of time since the initiation of the
U.S. manned space program (Mercury, Gemini, Apollo), this information
has become essentially of only historical interest. However, the cur-
rent activity In the European space agency, where there Is a requirement
for astronaut selection, renews scIentific Interest In psychometric pro-
cedures and data. This revIew will describe the psychometric process
and present representative data.

OVERVIEW OF THE PSYCHOMETRIC PROCESS
Without exception, psychological testing has been embedded in a

larger medical evaluation program. However, the overall medical program
differed for Mercury versus remaining astronaut selection programs.
Table 1 sumearizes the two approaches. For the nEst part, candidates
were examined In groups of six over q one-week period. Note the two-
phase/two-location process for Mercury candidates, followed by consol i-
dation of both the evaluation components and the location for subsequent
groups of candidates. The findings in all cases were submitted to NASA
in the form of an extensive consultation report VOfl each candidate. NASA
physicians were frequently present as advisors/observers during the medi-
cal evaluations. At such times, they participated actively in the case
conferences held on each candidate.

The psychological tests a Miinistered to Mercury candidates at the
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory and to all subsequent candidates
at the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine (USAFSAM) are shown In Table 2.
In general, each laboratory used a conventional clinical psychological

V 
battery augmented because of special factors.

1Th1s review has been cleared by NASA Headquarters and by Head-
quarters USAF. In addition, a review relative to Privacy Act require-
ments was performed by A8G/M, Brooks Afl, Tax .
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TABLE 1. OVERViEW OF PSYCHOI~TRICS*

Procedures Ramerks

Mercury Candidates

Medic*1 evaluation Performed at Lovelace Foundation,
Albuquerque, Mew Mexico.

V Stress tolerance evaluation ( ref . 9)~ Performed at 6570 N~kL, Wright—
Patterson AFS, Ohio.

V Battery of stress tolerance tests Derivative of earlier drug studies
using stress-provocative tests.

Psychiatric examination Keyed to space flight stress.
* Psychometric testing 

- - 

Conventional test battery.
V * Pilot aptitude test battery WWII pilot selection tests.

Psychiatric observation/brief Special brief tests from Moran
psychometric tests; befote battery.
and after each stress test.

V Gemini-Apollo Candidatis

Medical evaluation (~~f~ 7)b Performed at USAFSN4, Brooks
AFB, Texas. V

I Stress tolerance evaluation Reduced and revised to become
prOvocative procedures ef -

clinical edicine significance.

Psychiatric evaluationC Integral part of medical
-

~~~ I evaluation
* Psychometric valuation An Integral sup~iit element of

the psychiatric evaluation.

- - .. -  ‘Dsscri~~1on of procedures and s~~sry of findings.

~ sscr1pt1on of procedures and s~~ary of findings on the first ~cendld.t.s .xmin.d at USA?S* Lawrence E Lag, N D , former Chiof,
Clinical Sciences Division , U$APSAM, fovmalst d M *VWSSd the evelus-
tion program The entire sp ctr’a of USAFSNI .ndi& dupa rMats par-

V~~ V

4 

- ticipatad on an equal basis.-
V Cfl~ psychiatric ssamlnstl.n focused on four aspects: (a) the stress 

V

of spice flI t; (b) the ~~~~~ of astronaut tra~q1,ng; Cc) the astronaut
duties in amities to space ftlØt, which were bst~CaTLy ~ak of .
project_engineer far varieus spsc crsft seb*yst $ ad (d) the utrenaut
as a m~~ar/1eedr of an .ssglnsering/flI t t~~
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TABLE 2. PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS ADMINISTERED

Mercury Cendidates Gemini /Apol lo Candidates
V 1. Wechsler AdUlt IntellIgence 1. Wechs ler Adul t IntellIgence

Scale - 
Scale

2. Rorschach 2. Rorschach
3. ThematIc Apperceptlon Test V 3• Thematic Apperception Test
4. Edwards Personal Preference 4. Edwards Personal Preference

V - 

Schedule Schedule
5. Gordon Personal Profile 5. Gordon Personal Profile
6. SpatIal Orientation ; Space 6. Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt

Memory; Gottschaldt Hidden Test
Figures

-~ 7. Draw-A-Person Test 7. Draw-A-Person Test
(Added by ANRL Project Officer) (Requested by NASA)

8. MI ller Ana logies Test V $•  Miller Analogies Test

9. Doppelt Math Reasoning Test 
V 

9. Doppelt Math Reasoning Test

10. Minnesota Engineering Analogies 10. Minnesota Engineering Analogies
Test; Mechanical Comprehension Test

V 

~~ Minnesota ~%ltipMs1c Person- 11. MInnesota Multiphasic Person-
- ality Invintory ality Inventory

12. Raven ProgressIve Metrics; (Note: Two psychomotor tests were
G—Z Spatial Visua lization added to the scientist-astronaut 

V• battery. One was reported in
13. R~OQT~ AQI (USN) ; Officer reference 7; the other was the

Effectivinges Inventory MeltidluensIonal Pursuit Test,
- ~~Ich was required of the scientist

14. Sentence Completion Test ; candidates to predict success in
Shiplay Personal Inventory; pilot training.)

— Outer- Inner Preferences;
Pensacola Z Test; “Who

V~~M I?” TS$t -
- V V - - - 

V
15. Extenslvi bittery of pilot

I~tItud. teSts Mu) -

I
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-
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This review will be limited to data from reference 9 (WIl son), fromthe fi rst group of Gemini/Apollo candidates, and from a subset of opera-tional pilots among 250 control subjects examined at IJSAFSAN to developa baseline for astronaut data. In all , over 350 candidates were testedpsychologically, but some were candIdates for special USAF programs .
Much of these data will not be reported anywhere. With regard to the
data sets reported here, not all psychological tests were administered
to all candidate/control groups, an event nOt unconinon when a program

V extends across 3+ years and is directed at different tines by differentpsychologists. At IJSAFSAM, the psychology team leaders were Nagen(Powell), Hartaian, and Jennings, in that order. Whi le this will con-strain the findings reported here, there are enough data sets to yield
V an accurate picture of astronaut candidates and to reach conclusions on

the contributions of psychome tric data to the medical evaluation of NASAcandidates.

STATISTICAl. ANALYSES

Two kinds of statistica l analyses (univarlate and multivariate )were performed on three sets of data (Mercury, Gemini/Apollo, control)with a vari ety of subset combinations .

LMivar late Analy ses
Five groups of subjects were compared: the 7 selected and 24 notselected Mercury astronaut candi dates • the 9 selected and 23 not sel ected

V Apollo astronaut candidates, and 50 pilots considered as a control group.
Thirty-six psychological measurements ware considered. The Mercury can-
didstes --had data on only 16 of the measu res and the cont rol s had data ononly 30 of the measures . Al so , on 15 measures from the Edwards PersonalPreference Schedule , data were availabl e on only 26 of the control pilots.Pert ‘flu e scores were used on the Edwards measures . The means are givenIn Table 3 and the stand ard devIations are given In Table 4 for the fivegroups.

Separate comparisons were made between the selected and not selectedgroups for the Mercury and the Apollo cand idates. The only difference inmeans detected at the .05 level Of significance was for Rating2 for theMercury candidates (P < .005). Variances differed at the .01 level forfour of the measures, ~ffecting the type of testing performed on the , -

means. The diffe rences In vari ances detected were for Rorschich F % for

2Psychistr l c and psychologic ratings were given at both laboratoriesThey could be broadly described as Outstanding, Excellent, Typ ical.
These terms must be viewed as relative, in that all candIdates came from

V the top of any distribution of operational pilots.

4
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the Mercury candidates , and for Rorschach P and N and Edwards Deference
for the Apollo candidates .

Separate comparisons were al so made between the Mercury and Apollo
candidates for the selected and not selected groups for the 16 variables
with avai labl e data on both sets. The two sets differed significant ly •~~~

for two of the variables for both the sel ected and not selected groups--
Rating and % Response to Chromatic Cards (P c .001). Al so, the sets
differed for Rorschach F %3 for the selected group and for Rorschach P
and W for the not selected groups (P ~ .005). None of the tests of
variances were significant at the .01 l evel .

A cl oser look at the detected hetero geneIties of the variances in
the pairwise testing between selected and not selected groups for the
two candidate sets shows an inconsistency between sets for one of the
variab les (Rorschach F). Another di fference was on a variable not re-
corded on the Mercury candidates (Edwards Deference ). For this varia-
ble , looking at the two variances relative to the control swt variance ,
it appears that the not selected group variance estimate is low. For
F % and N there was some consistency between the two candidate sets.

V The selected group had a smaller variance for F % (p .01 1 for the
Apollo set) and a larger variance for N .

Since Rating was the only variable with a detected mean di fference
V between selected and not selected groups (only for Mercury), and Rating

was not obtained for the controls , we decided to compare the control set
with each of the two candidate sets Ignoring selection grouping. The
means and standard deviations for these three sets of data are given in
Table 5.

The controls were significantly different from the other two sets
in 5 of the 14 variables with data on all three sets. The controls were
lower than the other sets for all three WA IS scores and for Rorschach
F + % (P c .001) and higher for Rorschach EC (P .025). HeterogeneIties
of variances (P .c .01 ) were found for controls with both sets of candi-
dates for Rorschach R, F + %, EC, and Shadin g Response , with controls

• more variable in all cases . The only other heterogeneous variances de-
V tacted in the comparison of the control set with the two candidate sets V

were for Rorschach W with the Apollo set and for Rorschach m with the
• Mercury set.

Of the 16 variables wi th data on only the Apollo and control sets,
four showed significant differences . The controls were higher on the
three Edwards measures: Intracept ion (P c .025), Abasement (P c .001),
and Nurturance (P c .05) and lower on the Miller Analogies Test
(P c .001). None of the variances were heterogeneous at the .01 level of V

V significance .

~0*fi~1t1onj of test vari ables will be found In Appendix A.
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TABLE 3. tENS

Nerc~r.y ApQllo
Variable Selected Sot Selected Selected Sot Selected Control

1. ClIn. Psych. RatIng 7.6 6.5 4.3 3.8 -

2. WAIS FSIQ 135.1 131.8 134.9 131.0 118.6
3. WAIS VIQ 136.0 131.2 133.4 129.4 118.9

V 4 WAIS PIQ 129.9 128.6 132.4 129.3 115.8
5. Ror. # Response 32.0 31.0 37.3 26.0 35.5
6. Ror. F + S 90.0 86.5 87.7 90.1 72.8
7. Ror. F 1 39.0 37.5 51.6 45.1 44.8
8. Ror. A S 31.7 36.5 42.6 42.3 39.6 —
9. Ror. I Popular 4.3 5.3 7.4 7.1 6.2
10. Ror. 01 - 2.9 3.2 4.6 2.7 2.9
11. Re,’. 1W 16.1 14.7 11.7 9.4 12.0
12. Ror. EC 3.6 3.1 4.0 2.7 4.6
13. Ror. Im 1.6 1.4 2.8 1.6 1.5

V 14. Ror. •FN 4.0 4.8 5.3 4.0 3.615. Ror. I Shiding Response 3.9 2.5 5.4 4.0 4.3
16. Ror. S Rasp. to Chrom.

Cards 36.1 36.0 8L6 54.0 -

17. Ror. WIN - - 5.4 5.9 -18. Ror. 11:FN + m - - 5.1 6.3 -19. Ror. FC:CF + C - V - 4.7 4.4 -
20. Ror. N + A:Hd 4 Ad - - 5.2 5.9 -
2l iV Edwards Deference - - 49.7 50.6 49.2
22. Edwards Order - - 49.3 49.2 51.0
23. Edwards Exhibition - - 52.8 50.0 48.3
24. Edwards ~ItodoSW - - 51.0 52.0 49.625. Edwards Affi l iation - - 53.4 51.0 50.7
26. Edwards Intraceptlon - - 54.9 47.7 55.3
27. Edwards Succorance - - 44.6 47.1 50.0

V 28. E~srds Dominance - - 52.1 51.8 49.3
V 29. Edwards Abasement - - 46.0 49.7 - 56.9

30. Edwards tkarterance - - - 49.4 47.1 52.7
31. 5~ srds Chem~. - - - 51.4 50.2 49.5
32. Ejeards Eidursnce - - 53.7 50.2 52.2
33. £~~rd~ HitSvosaxuility - - 42.7 45.1 40.6

V i  34. Edwards Aq9resslon - - 48.6 53.3 49.7
V 35• E~~s’dsCOn9istm,cy - - 51.4 52.9 48.4

36 IHfl*vMalRsw $core - - 632 61 1 440

•1 __ 
_ _



TABLE 4. STN~~RO DEVIATIONS

Mercury Apollo
Variable Selected ltot Selected Selected Ro~ Si1ec~~ Control

1. Clin. P*ych. Rating 0.60 0.88 1.52 0.79 -

2. WP1IS FSIQ 3.7 6.8 6.8 6.3 7.1
3. WAIS VIQ 4.3 7.3 6.2 5.4 8.6
4. WAIS PIQ 4.8 7.7 7.9 10.9 8.0
5. Ror. I Response - 15.6 18.2 15.5 13.8 27.8
6. Ror. F + 5 8.8 8.3 11.5 .4 19.8
7. Ror. F S 4.9 17.4 7.7 18.7 17.6
8. Ror. A S  12.7 9.6 11.7 10.6 12.0

V 9. Re,’. I Popular 1.8 2.2 3.6 1.7 2.9
V 10. Ror. IN 3.2 1.9 3.2 1.6 2.7

11. Ror. 1W 6.8 6.7 6.0 3.9 8.0
12. Ror. zC 1.9 1.9 1.8 2.0 3.4
13. Ror. m 1.3 1.3 1.8 1.1 2.1
14. Ror. #FN 2.4 3.3 2.7 2.3 2.8
15. Rev . I Shading Response 2.9 2~5 2.8 2.8 4.5
16. Rev. S Rasp, to Chron.

Cards 8.0 7.8 V 7.0 7.9 -

17. Roy. U/N — — 1.7 1.5 —

18. Roy . M:FM + m — — 1.’ 1.6 —

19. Ror. FC:CF + C - - 2. 1 ~.s -

20. R~r. H + A:lfd + Ad - - ~.8 2.5
21. Edwards Deference - - 1 1 - 4 5.6 8.5
22. Edwards Order - - 9~7 12.2
23. Edwards Exhibition - - 6.4 10.5 10.3
24. Edwards Autonoa~v - - 9,5 10.2 8.3
25. Edwards Affiliation — - 

- 6.0 9.7 11.6
26. Edwards Intraception - - 6.1 10,5 7~327. Edwards Succorance - - 5.5 10.9 9.8
28. E~verds ~~tnanc. - - 11.2 38  7.5
29. E~~ rds Abasement - - 6.3 6.9 10.0
30. Edwsrds Nurturance - - 9.3 6.7 9.9
31. Edwards Change - - 7.3 8.6 8.4
32. Edwards Endurance - - 10.3 10.6 11.0
33. Edwards Kiteos.xuality - - 7.2 11,8 13.5
34. E*eards Aggression - - 6.9 7.8 8.9
35. -~~~rds Consistency - - 8.9 9.6 13.0
J6. *flIIr Anal, ~~~~~~~ Score - - - - 8.1 1~i.5 13.4

I

:

7
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TABLE 5. DATA COI~ IMED FOR SELECTED/NOT SELECTED

Meafl~ 
Std. Dev.

Var iable Mircury~ Apollo controT iv~ur~i ~poflo Co~i~~l~
1. Cliii. Psych. Rating 6.7 3.9 - 0.94 LOS -

V 2. WAIS FSIQ 132.5 132.1 118.6 6.3 6.6 7.1
3. WAIS VIQ 132.3 130.5 118.9 7.0 5.8 8.6
4. WA IS PIQ 128.9 130.2 115.8 7.1 10.1 8.0
5. Ror. I Response 31.2 29.2 35.5 17.4 15.0 27.8
6. Ror. F 4 5 87.3 89.4 72.8 8.4 9.9 19.8

V 7. Ror. F 5 37.8 46.9 44.8 15.4 16.5 17.6
8. Ror. A 5 35.4 42.4 39.6 10.3 10.7 12.0
9. Ror. I Popular 5.1 7.2 6.3 2.1 2.3 2.9
10. Ror. IN 3~1 3.2 2.5 2.2 2.3 2.7
11. Ror. 1W 15.0 10.0 12.0 6.6 4.6 8.0
12. Ror. ~C - -3.2 3.1 4.6 1.9 2.0 3.4
13. Ror. In 1.4 1.9 1.5 1.3 1.8 2.1
14. Ror. #9% 4.6 4.3 3.6 3.1 2.5 2.8
15. Rot’. I Shading Response 2.8 4.4 4.3 2.6 2.9 4.5
16. Ror. S Rasp. to Chrom.

Cards 35.2 55.3 - 7.1 7.8 -

17. Ror. U/N - 5.8 - - 1.5 —
18. Ror. N:FN + m - 5.2 - - 1.6 -

19. Ror. FC:CF + C - 4.5 - - 2.3 -
20. Rot’ . H + A:Hd + Ad - 5.7 - - 2.3 -

21. Edwards Deference - 50.3 49.2 - 7.5 8.5
22. £~~rds Order - 49.2 51.0 - 11.4 10.4
23. Edwards Exhibition - 50.8 48.3 - 9.5 

- 10.3
24. Edwards AutonoNy - 51.7 49.6 - 9.9 8.3
25. Edwards Aff iliation - 51.7 50.7 - 8.8 11.6

26. Edwards Intracoption - 49.1 55.3 - 10.0 7.3

27. Edwards Succorance - 46.4 50.0 - 9.1 9.8
2$. Edwards Dominance 51.9 49.3 - 9.3 7.5

29. Edwards Abas ent - 48.1 56.9 - 6.8 10.0
30. Edwards Nurturance - 47.8 52.7 - 7.4 9.9

31. Edwards Change - 50.6 49.5 - 8.2 8.4

V 32. Edwards Endurance 51.2 52.2 - 10.5 11.0

V 33. Edwards Heterosexuality - 44.4 40.6 - 10.7 13.5
-~ V 34 ~~~~~ Aggression - 51.9 49.1 - 1.8 8.9

35. Edwards Consistency - 52.5 48.4 - 9.3 13.0

36. Miller Anal Raw Score - 61.7 44.0 - 9.8 13.4

8
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Interpretation of Univariate Analyses

On selected versus not selected, only the “rating ’ was significant .V Selection was made by NASA, based on many more factors than psychometri c
data . Obviously, the psychology team leader was sensing not only test
scores but also test and interview behavior in arriving at a rating. In
the data, the signll9cant difference for % Response to Chrom Cards can
be considered a second-level indicator of interview/test behavior. This
awareness of test behavior supplementing test performance is inherent in
all good clinical practice. It can be assumed that the NASA selection
board responded to some of the same behavior influencing the psycholo-

V gists back In the consultation arena.
On candidates versus control s , the expected results were obtained.

V The controls were not as high in intellectual resources , were more de-
pendent, and more heterogeneous in test performance (see Table 5). The
senior author would add (based on personally administering around 100

V of the Rorschachs out of the 350+ in the total group of special evalua-
V tions) that “special” candidates have a unique ability to deal with com-

plex stimuli (e.g., a Rorschach card) In a simul taneously matter-of-fact
and creative, emotive way--the latter without any disturbance In psychic
equilibrium. This trait of astronaut candidates is distinctly different

V from the performance on psychological tests of the typical psychiatric
patient seen on the consultation service at USAFSAM.

In general, the differences are small , scattered, and not very
striking. The candidates are a brighter, better psychologically inte-
grated, more independent, and a more homogeneous group than a randomly
selected sub set of USAF control group subjects . In addition , the suc-
cessive groups of Gemini/Apollo candidates were highly similar , un-
doubtedly because each subgroup met the same i n i t i a l  screening standards .

Multivariate Analyses

Using a multivarlate approach, comparison was made of the selected
and not selected groups of the Apollo candidates. A stepwise procedurewas used to obtain the subset of variables to analyze, considering onlythe 14 varIabl es available on all three sets of data , so that further
comparisons could be made If des ired . With the stepwise procedur e , each

V V variable was In turn forced in as the first variable; the best discrim-
V V

V V V~~~
V 

m ating variable in combination with the first variable was added as the
second variab le, providing It would Improve discrimi nation at the .05
level of significance. Additional variables would be added in a similar
manner, until no remaining variable would significantly improve discrim-ination.

V 

The best set of variables found by this technique was VIQ and R.
V There was a significant difference between groups (P .026) using these

two variables. Using the best discriminating linear combination of VIQ
V 
V cr4 R resulted in mi scl assifi cation 0f 5 of the 9 selected and 1 of the

9
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23 not selected Apollo candidates. Therefore, about a 19% error rate
In classifi cation is In this set of data . One would expect an even
higher error rate in using the criterion determined from this set to
classify another set of data .

V 

As the final step in statistical analysis , the 14 var1ab1~s avail-
able on all three sets of data were factor analyzed using the Minres
method which minimizes the squares of the residuals (ignoring the diag-
onal elements). These factors were then rotated to “simple structureTM

using the Quartimax method. The Minres method of factor1ng~~when rotated
to canonical form—-leads to the Principal Axis factors , if the coninunal-
ities obtained by the Minres method are used on the diagonal of the cor-
relation matrix. The conmiunality estimates are obtained as a part of the
solution .

The use of •ll 14 variables leads to near-singularities of the 
V 

V

correlation matrices, so we deleted FSIQ (the main cause of the near-
singularities ) and P from the set of variables . Using the remainIng 12
variables, three factors were extracted and rotated. The three factors
showed many inconsistencies between the three sets of data . Since the
control subjects were deemed to be psychologically different from the

V ~no~? selective astronaut candidates , we looked at the factor loadings
for just the two sets of astronaut candidates. Table 6 gives the factor
loadings , omitting the loadings when both sets had a loading less than
.3 . The coimnunality estimates are also given in Table 6.

TABLE 6. FACTOR LOADINGS AND COMMUMALITIES
V 

- FOR MERCURY (N) AND APOLLO (A) MIA
V Factor 1 Factor 2 - Factor 3 Coninunalities

Test M A N A N $ A

VIQ .43 - .00 -.18 .34 .23 .12
PIQ .37 .07 - .44 .63 .40 .41
R .93 1.00 - .96 1.00

-.58 .18 .06 -45  .34 .24
F S .39 .12 - .29 - .58 .30 .36

V A S .37 - .07 - .05 - .49 .19 .25
N .35 .47 .42 .47 .30 .45
W .32 .32 .85 .41 .84 .32

.17 .35 .77 .63 .64 .52
m .29 .58 .12 .46
FM .84 .66 

- .26 .37 .79 .58
Shadi ng .37 .66 .56 .37 - .32 - .23 .55 .63

To help Interpret th. three factors , the tests were categorized Into
four groupings for each factor, determined by the level s of the two load-

‘ 

~ Ings. These groupings are given in Tabl e 7 for each of the three factors.
kr

V 
: 
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TABLE 7. GROUPING OF TESTS INTO FOUR CATEGORIES
FOR EACH FACTOR

Category Factor 1

V Majora R FM
Noderateb N W m Shadi ng

V Negligib leC F + S  -

incons istent’~ VI Q PIQ 
V 

F S A S EC 
-

• Facto rZ

Major 
-

Moderate F S Shading
Negligibl e VIQ PIQ R N m FM
Inconsistent F + %  A S  W

V Facto r 3
— Major

Moderate $ FM
Negligible R F S  A S  W zC m

V Inconsistent VIQ PIQ F + S Shading
a~~th loadings ~ .5

bO~* loading ~ .35 and other loading ~ .20 with diff erence
! .40 or both loadings ~ .30 wIth difference ~ .40

- C$oth loadingS~~ .3

~~t oraof above

~ cauie of the definitions of the categories, it Is possible for some of
the ~~t’ is the Imeonsistint category to have loadings that are not too

V d1ff~~it. r. essbly the variable wl.ast Inconsis tentw is shad ing for
factor 3 (l.sob~gs Sf - .32 and — .23). One of the most str iking Incon-

V 
V~V~ 1 sistancles is PIQ for factor 3. Here, the signs are reversed end both

V 
V

V
• losdlngs are relatively high. Changing the signs on one set of loadings

would el iminate this Inconsistsncy, but cause other tests to be Incon-
sistent.

• Interpretation of the *sltlvsriate Analyses

In the Initial aultivarlate analysis, the best combination of vari-
ables was Verbal IQ from the Wacheler Adult Intelligence Scale and ru-
bar of responses (R) from the Rorschach. This finding Is completely
consistent with an early (circa 1963) unpublished factor analysis of

_ _ _  
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MerCury data, performed to provide a conceptual framework to better
understand the test behavior 0f subse quent candidates . Our Interpre-
tation then and now is that those candidates who feel free to “produce”
psychologically in response to test material make a better impression on
the examiner . We should add that the “productions” must be Integrated
and within normal bounds to maintain the examiner’s favorable impression.

In the subsequent multivariate analysis (factor analysis), we ob-
tained f indings supporting the initial ana lysis. Major loadin gs on
factor 1 are R (number of responses on the Rorschach ), which demonstrates
willin gn ess to “prodi~ e,” and FM (movement responses on the Rorschac h)
which reflects abi lity to keep the content during high productivit y wi th-

V In norma l bounds . Moderate loadin gs on N (human movement responses ) and
W (whol e inkblot responses) demonstrate the tempering of productivity by
the high Intellectual resources of the candidates . The major loading in V

factor 2 is z C ( sum of color responses) demonstrating Integrated respon-
V s iveness to one emotiv e aspect of Rorschach stimulation. Moderate load-

ings on F S (controlled conventional responses to the form of the Ink-
blot components ) coupled with shad ing (responses to shad ing variations
perceived In the inkblots ) which is the second emotive component of the

V Rorschach stimu li. Therefore , factor 2 indicates that the productivity
identified in factor 1 is tempered by a combination of controlled sensi-
tivity and responsiveness in conventiona l ways . Factor 3 adds nothing
to this interpretation. -

In suninary , the mul tivariate analyses demonstrate the candidate’s
willin gnes s to “produce” In response to test materia l , coupled with the

V added ability to respond both sensitively and creatively or in a con-
V vention al matter-of- fac t manner , as appropriate to the stimul us material .
• 1 V Brief note shou ld be taken on the Inconsistenc y of PIQ (Wechsler

Adult Intelligence Scale Performance IQ) in factor a of the factor analy-
V ‘

. : s is. The senior author was struc k by the occasional unexpected devia tion
in PIQ performance among the NASA candidates , when viewe d in relat ion to
all other test scores for those candida tes . We are unabl e to explai n
this deviation, we have hypothesIzed that the creativit y /sensitivi ty
components of the astronaut personality structure result in unexpected
“blocks” In the performance of the candidates at unpredictabl e points

V on some PIQ subtests. We are unable to defend th is hypothesis with
supportive data or observations beyond what we have stated here

SI.~~~RY AND CONCLUSIONS
V The extensive statistical analyses repOrted here were a necessary

prerequisite to reaching the significant points of this paper. Given a
cert ain degree of editorial leeway, our conclusions are as follows

a. The psychometric process, mbeddsd in a medical evaluation
snvlrOim nt, seems to function comfortsbly.

12 
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b. The psychometric process yields data which, when viewed out-
side the context of the medical evaluation environment, are of largely
unimpressive val ue In identif ying the “best” candidates from among a
superior group. In fact , psychometric data used Indiscriminately out-
side the appropriate context would, in our opinion, be disastrous .

V - 
V • c . As an informat Ion base for a more Inc lusive psychiatric-

psychologic assessment , the psychometr ic process Is generall y usefu l/
V desirabl e and occasional ly provides crItica l insights .

d. The brief verba l psychometric description of an astronaut is:

1. He Is brighter than most.
V 

2. He is better integrated than most.

3. He is more independent than most.

4. He has a good balance between sensitivity /creativity and
conventionality. (See references 1 and 2 for elaborations
on this point.)

- e. The brief data description to amplify the verbal psychometri c
V description above can be extracted by the Interested reader from Tables

3, 4,and 5.

f. None of the above will be of any particular surprise to the
practicing clinical psychiatri st or psych olo gist.
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APPENDIX A

DEFINITIONS OF TES~ VARIABLES*

1. Clin. Psych. Rating: A rating based on overall i~,r,ss ions and findings, on a
6-point scale. V

2. WAIS FSIQ: Wschsler Adult Intelligence Scale Full Scale Intelligence Quotient,
the overell Intelligence score based on a coubinatlon of all sub-tests.

V 

3. WAIS VIQ: Verbal Intelligence Quotient score based on the ‘ve~
j
~l” sub-tests of

V 
the WAIS. V

4. WAIS PIQ: Performance Intelli gence Quotient score based on the ‘performance”
sub-tests of the WAIS.

5. Nor. # Response: The total nt~~er of responses on the Rorschach Psychodlagnostic
test.

6. Nor. F + 5: Percentage of responses with conventional form.

7. Nor. F 5: Percentage of responses determined by the blot ’s form.

V 8. Nor. A 5: Percentage of animal responses.
9. Nor. # Popular (P) : Number of responses which are highly conventional . V

10. Nor. 01: N~~er of human movement responses.
11. Nor. 1W: Niater of responses using the whole blot.

12. Nor. EC: A weighted sum 0f color responses.
13. Nor. In: Ni~ter of Inanimate “movement’ responses.
14. Nor. ff14: Number of animal movement responses . - 

V

15. Nor. I Shading Response: Number of shading (texture) responses with form pre-
dominant.

“ 1 16 Nor I Response to Carom Cards Percentage of responses to the chromatic
(‘colored’) blots

17. Nor . N/N: Ratio of whole blot responses to hamn movement responses.
~~V~~~

4 

V 18. Nor. N:FM + m: Ratio of himan movement responses to animal and Inanimate move-
merit responses

19. Nor. FC:CF + C: Ratio of form-predominant color responses to the remaining color
responses.

20. Nor. H + A:Hd + Ad: Ratio of whole human/animal responses to parts of humans/
animals, e.g. , ‘a bat” vs. “the head of a bat.’
*7~ interpretations of Norschach scores irs more fully explained In reference 2

(Fine and Hartaan) which ii specific to military pilots , and In numerous textbooks,which deal with the general adult population.
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